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SURREY RADIO CONTACT CLUB 
81st Anniversary Year - Founded 1935  

October 2016 – No: 890  

 
 

 
CLUB NET 1.905 MHz LSB  Sunday 9:30am 

CLUB NET 70.30 MHz FM                   Thursday   8.00pm 

CLUB NET 145.35 MHz +/- 25kHz  FM Friday   8.00pm 

 

 

CLUB Internet WEB Site:   http://www.g3src.org.uk 

 Hon. Sec. John Kennedy G3MCX 
22 Croham Park Avenue 

SOUTH CROYDON 
Surrey CR2 7HH  

020-8688 3322 

E-mail: secretary@g3src.org.uk 

 
 

 
MONTHLY MEETINGS 1ST AND 3RD MONDAYS 7.30 FOR 7.45pm 

Meetings at Trinity School, Shirley Park, Croydon CR9 7AT 

*******************************************************************************************                    

1st MEETING    Monday 3rd October: Surplus Equipment Sale     
 With the G4XAT, G4DDY, G3ZPB and G3WRR sales team 

 
                   2nd MEETING   Monday 17th October:  Informal Chat, Move-it-On, Fix-it. 

Led by John G8MNY 
 

SRCC Committee 2015/16  

Chairman & Club Meetings G4FDN   Pat McGuinness 020 8643 0491 

Vice-Chairman M0LEP Rick Hewett 01689 851472 

Secretary & Communications G3MCX  John Kennedy 020 8688 3322 

Web Master (ex Committee) G4FYF Steve Jones 01424 584143 

Treasurer & Membership Records G4FFY Ray Howells 01732 357474 

Equipment Officer, Fund Raising & Liaison 
Recycling, t 

G4DDY  Maurice Fagg 020 8669 1480 

Committee Member G3WRR  Quin Collier 020 8653 6948 

Co-opted Committee Member G3ZPB   Peter Burton See Members' List 

Dear Members & Friends, 
Hello and welcome to the October 2016 
issue of the SRCC Newsletter. 

First Meeting: Surplus Equipment Sale 
At this meeting, as well as selling equipment 
brought along by members and that donated 
to or owned by the club, we will this time also 
be selling equipment on behalf of the estate 
of late member David Foster, G3KQR (see 
newsletter appendix for listing and 
pictures). Some of David’s equipment is 
extremely heavy and these items will only be 
brought along if there is prior request to our 
Equipment Officer, Maurice G4DDY.  An 
increasingly rare vintage piece of semi-

professional audio equipment, a Ferrograph 
Series 5 mono reel to reel recorder will also 
be up for sale by Colin G4LZE. It comes 
complete with manual. The recorder has 
been in storage for several years since it was 
last used by Colin’s father. 
 
For any members bringing along equipment 
for sale or donation, it would be helpful if they 
could give prior notice to 
secretary@g3src.org.uk if possible. Though 
not essential, it does allow our equipment 
officer to better determine the level of 
‘existing’ sale stock he should bring along. 
 

 

http://www.g3src.org.uk/
mailto:secretary@%3Cno%20spam%3Eg3src.org.uk
mailto:secretary@g3src.org.uk
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Second Meeting:  
Informal Chat, Move-it-On & Fix-it - 
led by John G8MNY 
These second meetings are a great 
opportunity to catch up with everyone and 
get progress on that troublesome problem 
with the assembled gang. If anyone wants 
help with a particular problem they should 
advise John G8MNY in advance so he came 
come prepared with the necessary test 
equipment.  

 
LAST MONTH'S MEETINGS  

Meeting, Monday 5th September 
2016 - Presentation by Bob Burns 
G3OOU on Test Equipment  
 
The full report on this well attended meeting  
 

 
 
is held over until our next issue as our 
meetings scribe, Quin G3WRR is currently 
away.   

 
Meeting, Monday 19th September 
2016 Chat and Fix-it Evening 
 

Our Hon Sec. John G3MCX, was fault finding 
on his CW keyer. It is no longer writing and 
reading out from memory. The memory used 
for this is a 24LC16 chip so the next step is 
to swap this out and see if it cures the 
problem. John G8MNY was calibrating and 
testing his Marconi frequency counter against 
an off air frequency standard.  

 
 
 
 

From our Bexhill correspondent: 
Antenna Happenings at G4FYF 
 

 
 
At the new QTH I now have neighbours and 
the ever critical, anything ham radio related, 
XYL that called for an element of stealth for 
my antennae. Some wood battens, screwed 
together, given a coat of fence paint, formed 
a mast fixed to a fence post at the far end of 
the garden. This anchors one leg of a G5RV 
and the 4 metre Slim Jim.  

 
The ‘stealthy’ mast 
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A second wood mast supports the centre of 
the G5RV and is semi-camouflaged behind a 
convenient apple tree (a Laxton’s Superb for 
those interested!). 
 

 

Mast for G5RV 

 
A further wood mast at the bottom is 
threaded through the branches of another 
tree and is the mounting for a 2 metre Slim 
Jim.  
 

 

 

 

 
 

Slim Jim Mount 

 
In addition, I have, what is now, a sloping 
long wire, one end tied high in a tree (see 
May newsletter) ending in connection to an 
‘ugly balun’ at the back of the shed.  
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This was about 7 meters of RG58 wound 
around a B&Q plastic paint kettle (texts tell 
me this is OK for HF). A 1.5 m ground spike 
was relatively easily hammered into the 
ground at this point and a unsophisticated 
arrangement of radials/counterpoise 
connected. 
 
To ease getting wire through trees and 
shrubbery I knocked up a ‘launcher’ based 
on the idea of John G8MNY. 
 

 
 
 

This was a 200 x 40 mm piece of plastic 
waste pipe with a cable loop randomly coiled 
within then filled with postcrete (i.e. the quick 
setting stuff used for fixing fence posts, 
rotary washing lines, and the like). Water 
added and allowed to set for a couple of 
days, it makes for a heavy object that doesn’t 
defy gravity easily, up or down! 
 
A single feeder consisting of a short length of 
RG58 is hidden in a length of conduit to 
blend in with the white painted house wall, 
then runs, hidden, in convenient gap in the 
patio to the side fence where it is joined to 

RG214 that runs the length of the garden to 
the shed, tied to the fence behind the 
shrubbery (where, incidentally, I discovered a 
patch of wild garlic; much sweeter than 
supermarket stuff and chopped finely, 
excellent raw in a salad!).  
 

 
 

 

So, four antennas, one feed line but how to 
switch them? Originally used an antenna 
switch in the shed. 
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Problems were a) it could only switch four 
antennae; b) meant I had to walk down the 
garden at night with a torch hoping to avoid 
any digestive output from our dogs! In itself, 
not too onerous but terribly inconvenient! For 
a variety of reasons I rejected the ideas of 
hard wiring a switch arrangement from shack 
to shed and a switching arrangement via the 
coax. So I went for a remote radio controlled 
system. 

Starting point was a four channel relay 
remote board procured from our favourite 
website! Remote switching is achieved via 
the key fob-like sender and various relay 
switching configurations is possible via 
adjustable, on-board, link. This was housed 
in a convenient plastic box. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Next, I etched a PCB to take 4 power relays 
for antenna switching along with SMD 
protection diodes, supply filtering capacitors 
and LED series resistors. Circuit was 
arranged such that inactive ports were 
grounded via the relays. This was housed in 
a plastic ice cream container with orange 
LEDs giving an indication of antenna 
selected (the relays are on the underside of 
the PCB). 
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The receiver was mounted inside the front of 
the shed, it’s short antenna drilled through to 
the outside. The antenna relay box was 
mounted to the inside side of the shed and 
the two units ‘talked’ to each other via a four 
core, screened cable carrying switching and 
supply voltages. The PP9 battery in the 
photo has since been replaced by supply 
from a no longer used car battery. Units take 
about 9mA on standby and 60mA when 
activated via the remote sender. 
 

 

 

So far, this arrangement seems to work OK, 
HF and VHF, with no discernible interactions. 
Point the fob down the garden and select 
appropriate antenna; marvellous! Next to 
experiment with a more calculated 
installation of ground system for the long 
wire. 

73 Steve, G4FYF   

 

From our Selhurst correspondent:  
An Idiot’s guide to the ICOM IC-
7100 by Bill Jones 2E0WBO 
 

 

 
I arrived in amateur radio late in life through 
the Citizen Band, SWL and boredom during 
retirement route, although it might be more 
accurate to delete the “e” in route. As you 
may imagine, a slow blues and big band 
tenor sax is not particularly welcomed in 
Sheltered Housing although they’d put up 
with Morris music, Cajun, flute but the sax 
tipped the scales so it was passed on to a 
G3 fellow saxophonist who nagged me back 
into SWL-ing and then a ticket. 
 
First radio an Icom 706 Mkl which eventually 
was linked to an LDG auto tuner. Then a 
Wouxun, (how do you pronounce that?) 
which gave rise to a problem, two mikes. 
When sufficient funds were gathered from 
mugging teenagers and stealing the younger 
school-kid’s dinner money, an Icom 7100 
was released from Staines and installed.  
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First pro, only one mike. First con, five 
bananas instead of fingers, not ideal with a 
touch screen. You’ve probably experienced it 
with initial efforts with a laptop or phone. 
Curable with care and use of the two locks, 
screen and mike as they come with a multi-
buttoned device that require a slightly longer 
thumbnail to press accurately. Been a Mac 
fan since the ‘tosh and that brought 
problems. Macs update automatically over 
the ‘net, so the disc drive is no longer 
operative on my early 2009 mini and the 
provided paper manual is small BUT they 
provide a cd with several items including the 
FULL MANUAL. With so many new bits to 
learn, was overwhelmed by starter’s version 
and a peculiar thing called DStar. Warning:-
Never ever press “Full Reset” in “Set” or 
DStar ain’t. 
 
Was luxury having all bands likely to be used 
just by pushing a mike button or touching the 
screen except for four metres where you 
have to enter the starting frequency, easily 
achievable without RSI. 
 
As there were thunderstorm warnings 
recently, removed all antenna leads and 
replaced them the following morning 
resulting in disaster. Just noise and mad 
meter readings on all bands. Obviously 
blown PAs so the 706/Wouxon was 
reinstated and nobody noticed. Took bits to 
Staines and left healthy wad for repair and 
restoration of DStar. Was rung up the 
following morning to be told that it was 
putting out full power and they would restore 
everything and as an engineer would be in 
London to coach some other ancient in 
menus and other things, they would deliver it 
on Sunday. It arrived but left it to the 
following day to instal and nowt. Emailed that 
I had seen the DStar was reloaded along 
with masses of repeater memories on the 
7100 but no joy. Email arrived suggesting 
wrong antennas and it was right. I was taught 
to count from left to right and as it is an HF 
rig antenna,1 would be the first one.  
Antenna 1 is the second from the left and 2, 
the VHF/UHF one is the first. A G4, not FKK 
that I know, admitted to making the same 
mistake. Guys it was assuming that caused 

what seems to be a common mistake with 
the rig. Bought a Windows 10 lapdog to print 
out the Full Manual, three hundred and fifty-
eight pages, masses about operating DStar 
in Japan but what about Europe? 
 
Realise that I shall never be able to use its 
full abilities but if an idiot like me can operate 
it reasonably effectively, then it’s got to be 
good. 
 
The last laugh. Going through the 70cm 
repeater memories, caught a qso between 
two obvious Londoners yet the memory said 
Carlisle. Either shared frequencies or an 
error as a break confirmed norfeestlundun. 
 
Further laugh. Asked Icom UK if Windows10 
was verboten, no reply from that source. The 
Staines Customer Support Engineer Gary, a 
really good guy, emails me that a new usb 
driver is available but needs to be followed 
up by a firmware update. So if you hear the 
706/Wouxon combo on the air, you’ll know 
that alongside the TV advert, oops, I’ve done 
it again. 
73 Bill, 2E0WBO 

 
Chairman's Blog by Pat G4FDN 
 

 
 

I’m glad to see that there are two other 
substantial newsletter contributions this 
month from other members. Anyone else like 
to try their hand and submit something for 
next month? 
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Club Generators: The club owns two 
generators, a Honda, and Metron with a 
Briggs & Stratton engine, both of 4 to 5kW 
rating, and both having being converted to 
run on Propane gas cylinders. The 
committee is currently minded to sell both of 
these generators as they have had little use 
over the last few years, and also that our 
Equipment Officer needs to free up some 
storage space. If you think one or more of 
these generators should be kept, and are 
willing to store and maintain on behalf of the 
club please contact secretary@g3src.org.uk  
 
Club Component Bank: Approximately 
1600 CMOS and Low Power Shottky  TTL 
devices have been added thanks to 
donations from G3NFV and G8HDP. See the 
club’s website for further details as Steve 
G4FYF has updated the listings. 
 
Next Club Construction Project: The 
committee are looking for suggestions as 
well as interest from any member on leading 
or organising the project. 
 

John G8MNY has suggested we consider an 
Antenna Noise Canceller or Bridge and 
has provided me with details of the 
commercial JPS Communications ANC-4 
Antenna Noise Canceller and the home 
brewed G4WMX Null Steerer, to give some 
idea of the architecture and circuitry involved.  
 
Getting rid of noise interfering with a desired  
signal is a major problem. Although there are 
a number of different techniques for 
overcoming noise, the method described 
here can be called the ‘invert and cancel’ 
approach. 
 
The diagram below shows the basic problem 
and its solution. The signal from the main 
antenna is a mixture of the desired signal, 
and a locally generated noise signal. This 
noise signal.  
 
The solution is to invert the noise signal, and 
combine it with the signal from the main 
antenna. When the phase inverted noise 
signal combines with the noise signal riding 
on the main signal, the result is cancellation 

of the noise signal, leaving the resultant main 
signal. What is needed is a noise sense 
antenna, a means for inverting the noise 
signal, and a summing circuit. 
 
The phase inversion and summation 
functions in the diagram are performed in a  
noise cancellation bridge circuit. The main 
antenna is the antenna that is normally used 
with the receiver. 
 
The noise sense antenna is optimized for 
pick-up of the noise source signal. One aim 
of the sense antenna is to make it highly 
sensitive to the local noise field, while being 
a lot less sensitive to the desired signal than 
the main antenna. Although both noise and 
desired signals appear in both antennas, the 
idea is to maximize the noise signal and 
minimize the ‘desired’ signal in the sense 
antenna, and do the opposite in the main 
antenna. 
  
The NCB must either invert or provide other  
means for producing a 180 degree phase 
shift of the noise signal. It must also account 
for amplitude differences so that the inverted 
noise signal exactly cancels the noise 
component of the main signal. If the 
amplitudes are not matched, then either 
some of the original noise component will 
remain, or the excess amplitude of the 
inverted noise signal will transfer to the 
signal and become interference in its own 
right. The noise signal inversion can be 
accomplished by transformers, bridge 
circuits, RLC phase shift networks or delay 
lines. 
 
As can be seem from G4WMX’s circuit, 
which follows, it is fairly simple with two 
FET’s and one bipolar transistor. Is anyone 
out there in the membership interested in 
prototyping the circuit and PCB? If so, please 
let the committee know. Please also let us 
know if you have any alternative project 
ideas. 
 
Typically, the component cost needs to be 
less than £20, in order to give sufficient 
demand for kits to make it worthwhile 
organising.

mailto:secretary@g3src.org.uk
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Has anyone got any alternative noise 
canceller  designs to offer? If so, please 
share with committee. 
73 Pat, G4FDN 
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Future SRCC Meetings 
 

3 Oct Surplus Equipment Sale 

17 Oct Fix-it, Move-it-On, Informal Chat 

7 Nov The GB3XP Repeater Project by Neil, 
M0ZEY 

21 Nov Fix-it, Move-it-On, Informal Chat 

5 Dec Club Construction Contest 

19 Dec Informal Pre-Christmas Get-Together 
including seasonal drinks and pies 
preceded by a short presentation on 
the Club’s Equipment Loan Scheme 
and Component Band plus Fix-It 

9 Jan  3D Printing by Gareth G4XAT 

23 Jan Fix-it, Move-it-On, Informal Chat 

 

 

Other Local Club Meetings 

 

 
14th Oct 

Wimbledon & District ARS 

 

AGM  

 

Meetings @ 8pm on the 2nd 
Friday of each month at Martin 
Way Methodist Church, Merton 
Park, SW19 9JZ. 

 

Sec: M0CON 

 
20th Oct 

Sutton & Cheam RS 

 

TBA 

 

Meeting at Vice Presidents 
Lounge, Sutton United Football 
Club, Gander Green Lane, Sutton. 
Normally 8pm. 

Sec: John G0BWV 020-8644 9945 

 
18th Oct 

Bromley & District ARS 

 

Setting Up Your Station 

 

Normal Meetings 7.30 for 8.00 pm 
@ Victory Social Club, Kechill 
Gardens, Hayes, Bromley, Kent. 

 

Contact: Andy Brooker G4WGZ 
01689 878089 

 
7th Oct 

Crystal Palace R & EC 

 

How to use SDR (Software 
Defined Radio) by Damien 
2E0EUI 

All Saints Church Parish Rooms, 
Beulah Hill from 7:30pm. Bob 
G3OOU 01737 552170 (Meet 
normally monthly on 1st Friday) 
http://www.g3oou.co.uk/ 

 
No info 

Dorking & DARS 
 

Contact: David Browning M6DJB 
djb.abraxas@btinternet.com 
Website: www.ddrs.org.uk. 

 

Meetings held 7.45 pm at The 
Friends Meeting House, Butterhill, 
Dorking, RH4 2LE. 

Web site:- www.ddrs.org.uk 

 

10th Oct 

Coulsdon ATS 
 

TBA 

Meetings held 8 pm on 2nd 

Monday each month @ St. 
Swithun’s Church Hall, 
Grovelands Rd, Purley. 
Steve Beal G3WZK. Secretary@ 
catsradio.org. Tel: 01883 620730. 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 

http://www.g3oou.co.uk/
mailto:djb.abraxas@btinternet.com
http://www.ddrs.org.uk/
http://www.ddrs.org.uk/
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For Sale: Prices Reduced! 
 
ICOM IC-726 MF/HF/6m Transceiver £250                 Yaesu FT-290R 2m  
                                                                                        Multimode £45 
                                                                                   No rechargeable batteries, or           

                                                                                                                             charger included. 

 

                  
 

Frequency Range: 
TX: 160-10 inc WARC + 6m 

RX: 0.03-33 & 46.2-61.1 MHz 

  Modes: AM/FM/SSB/CW 

RF Power output: 
HF: 10-100 W (AM 10-40 W) 

6 m: 1-10 W (AM 1-4 W) 

Voltage: 13.8 VDC 

Aerial Input: 50 ohms, SO-239 

   
 
Further info is available via our Equipment Officer, Maurice G4DDY, who holds the equipment. 
Payment should be made to Treasurer G4FFY. All income goes to club funds. 

 
Contributions for next newsletter 
 
Should be sent preferably by email to secretary@g3src.org.uk 
The deadline for submission is normally 8 days prior to the first meeting. 

 
Signing Off: 
 

As the surplus equipment sale is one of the main sources of club funds we are appealing to 
members to support this by first attending, and then by buying, selling, or donating equipment or 
components. Without this stream of income continuing the £8 membership subscription wouldn’t 
be viable.  
 

73 “The Committee” 
 

mailto:secretary@%3Cno%20spam%3Eg3src.org.uk
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SRCC Surplus Equipment Sale 

Monday 3rd October 
Advance notice of some of the items for sale 

 
G4LZE-1 Ferrograph Series 5 Mono Reel to Reel Tape Recorder complete with original manual 

     
 
G3KQR-1 Home Brew 1kW ATU with balun 

      
 

G3KQR-2 Home Brew 1kW ATU with balun 
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G3KQR-3 Home Brew 1kW ATU with balun 

   
 
G3KQR-4 Redifon R551N Communications Receiver 
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G3KQR-5 Drake TR7 HF Transceiver Line inc Mic, Remote VFO, ATU and PSU (5 items) 

 
 

 

G3KQR-6 Sony STR-2171 Tuner Amplifier 

   
 

 

G3KQR-7 1kW Forward & Reflected Power Meter 
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G3KQR-8 Transmitter/Receiver Control Box with coaxial and other relays 

     
 

 

G3KQR-9 Flux (Gaussmeter) WY0023              G3KQR-10 NiCad Charger 

   
 

G3KQR-11 Heathkit IT-1B Transistor Tester 
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G3KQR-12 Heathkit GD-1B Grid Dip Meter with Coils 

   
 

G3KQR-13 4CX-150A HV PSU                   G3KQR-14 Field Strength Meter  

     
 

G3KQR-15 Drake TV-3300-LP Low Pass Filter with  
Lightning Arrestor                                                               G3KQR-16 Unknown Project Box 

        
 

G3KQR-17 Bound volumes of QST and CQ magazines 1958-62, VHF Handbook, 2002 RSGB Call book 

 


